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Abstract 
We present a strategy in order to build neural networks with long steady-state periodic 
behavior. This strategy allows us to obtain 2” nonequivalent neural networks of size n, when the 
equivalence relation is the usual one in dynamical systems. As a particular case, we build 
a neural network with n neurons which realizes a cycle of period 2”. 
1. Introduction 
A neural network of size n is a discrete dynamical system acting on { - 1, l}“, whose 
transition function, FA, is given in terms of an (n, n) real matrix A = (Uij) as follows: 
F,(x)=@i(Ax); (Ax)i= i aijxj, i= 1, . . . ,n, 
j=l 
Sgn:R”+{-l,l}“, G(y)i=Sgn(yi), i=l,...,n, (1) 
sgn(u) = 
i 
1, u20, 
-1, U<O. 
Neural networks were introduced by McCulloch and Pitts [6] to model some 
features of the neural system. The general definition for neural networks is given by 
taking Ax-b, with be[W”, instead of Ax in Eq. (1). Neural networks have been largely 
studied from the theoretical point of view by their wide applications in pattern 
recognition, memorization, learning, etc. For a survey in this subject see, for instance, 
[4,7] for theoretical aspects and applications, respectively. 
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We focus our attention on reverberation neural networks (RNN in the sequel), which 
are neural networks where each state of the system, after a finite number of steps, 
comes back to itself (hypercube permutations). In [l-3] the authors give relations 
between the rank of the matrix A and the maximal period of the system defined by FA. 
Later, in [S] it was proved that for RNN the rank of A must be n. Also, in [9] it was 
proved that these neural networks are a subclass of the self-dual neural networks 
which are defined by Eq. (1). Moreover, it was shown that for any RNN there are 2”n! 
RNN such that their associated global transition functions differ. They are obtained 
by permutations and sign changes of rows of the weight matrix, A. 
We study the question: how many reverberation neural networks have really diflerent 
dynamics. 
For instance, in the example given in Fig. 1 in [9] the authors show that there are 
only four nonequivalent reverberation neural networks of size 2, i.e., neural networks 
whose transition diagrams differ, and there are 222! =8 neural networks whose 
transition functions differ. 
For neural networks of size 3 we know there are 14 nonequivalent reverberation 
neural networks and 233! =48 reverberation neural networks whose transition func- 
tions differ. Our feeling is that the number of equivalence classes grows as an 
exponential function of n. This paper proves that there are 2” nonequivalent reverber- 
ation neural networks by recursively building them. 
This result is proved in two parts: the recursive construction of neural networks and 
the proof that these neural networks are nonequivalents. 
In the first part, we give a process which allows us recursively to build neural 
networks satisfying two properties: strictness and variability which are weak enough 
such that one can find a large number of neural networks satisfying them. This process 
is supported by Lemmas 1 and 2. Lemma 1 establishes away of building from a signed 
functionf:(-1,1}“~{-1,1}anothersignedfunctiong:{-1,1}“~‘~{-1,1}such 
that over a vector (x,u) belonging to {-l,l}“x{-l,l}\{y,,y,,y3,y,}, g(x,u)= 
f(x) and g(yi) for i = 1,2,3,4 is fixed by the construction. 
For instance, from f,(y,z)=sgn(a.(y,z)), with a=(l, -f), Lemma 1 gives 
g,,(y,z,u)=sgn(b.(y,z,u)) with b=(l, - 3, -2) satisfying gb(y, z, u) =f,(y, z) for every 
y#z belonging to { -l,l},g,(l, l,l)= -gb(-1, - 1, -l)= -1 and gb(l, 1, -l)= 
-gb( - 1, - 1, l)= 1. 
Also, applying Lemma 1 to a=( -3, 1) we obtain 6 = (-i,& -8, satisfying 
g~(y,z,u)=~(y,z)foreveryy#z,g~(l,1,1)=-g~(-l,-l,-1)=-landg~(l,1,-1)= 
-gs( - 1, - 1,l) = 1. So, we can easily describe the dynamical evolution of g in terms 
of those off: 
Lemma 2 gives a way of building signed functions which have an a priori desired 
behavior. For instance, we can obtain c =( - 1, - 1,;) and d =( - 1, - 1,s) satisfying: 
gd(x,y,u)=u and gJy,z,u)=u for every y#z, gJ,l,l)=-gc(-1, -1,-1)=-l 
andg,(l,l,-l)=g,(-1 -1,1)=-l. 
From these two lemmas we give in Theorem 1, a recursive way for the construction 
of matrices. Given a matrix A of size n satisfying these two hypotheses, defined below, 
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we build two matrices B and C of size n+ 1 satisfying also these hypotheses. This 
process will allow us to find a large number of neural networks. For instance, taking 
A= a 0 a ’ 
Theorem 1 gives 
b 
B= i; and 
Ii 
a 0 
c=a 0. 
,c/ 1 I d 
Observe that from A, which has four fixed points, we obtain B, with six fixed points 
and one cycle of period 2, and C with eight fixed points. 
In the second part we define an equivalence relation on P,, the set of bijective 
functions from { - 1, 11” into { - 1, l>“, and we build a function q associating to each 
element REP, a vector of size 2” whose ith component gives the number of cycles of 
period i in the system defined by (b. We prove that this function characterizes the 
equivalence relation, i.e., two functions F and G are equivalent iff q(F)=?(G). Hence, 
we prove that the extensions B and C given in Theorem 1 define nonequivalent neural 
networks by proving that q(F,) and q(F,-) are different, where FB (resp. F,) is the 
transition function associated to B (resp. C). For instance, B and C above are 
nonequivalent because B has a cycle of size 2 and C has only fixed points. Later, we 
prove that given two nonequivalent neural networks A and A’ their extensions given 
by Theorem 1 are also nonequivalent. This fact implies that by increasing the size of 
the neural networks by one neuron, one can double the number of the nonequivalent 
classes. That explains why we find 2” nonequivalent neural networks. 
As an application of the last results (see Corollary 2) we build a neural network A of 
size n which has only one cycle of period 2”. There, the transition diagram for case 
n=2 is as follows: 
(I:)-( -:)-(:)-(-:)-(-:) 
The diagram transition for case n = 3 is obtained by taking the previous diagram 
and putting inside the inverse diagram, i.e., the diagram obtained by exchanging 1 by 
- 1 and - 1 by 1. Under the first diagram we put four - l’s under the inverse diagram 
we put four 1’s. The final diagram is the following: 
I-r 
-1 
1 
-- 1-l 
1 
1 
-- 
1 \ 1 )_ 
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The transition diagram for n is obtained from the transition diagram for n - 1 making 
a process as above. The technical difficulty that we solve consists in finding A E R” such 
that FA has a previous transition diagram. 
2. Recursive construction of neural networks 
The following properties are important in our construction and represent the 
possibility of modification for a vector. 
Definition 1. Consider UER”. We say that: 
(a) U is Strict if VxE{ -1, l}“, U*X=Cj"=,UjXj#O. 
(b) a is variable if X6(- 1, l}“, u.Z<O such that 
VXE{-l,l}“,x#Z, u.x<0~u.x<u.z. 
Observe that for a vector a satisfying (a) and (b) we have the scheme given in 
Fig. 1 which we adopt in order to give a more clear vision of the results. For a vector 
a satisfying (a) and (b) one can have only x such that u.x <O or a-x >O and then 
between u.Z, and -u.Z,, in Fig. 1, there does not exist any value U.X. 
Definition 2. Previous definitions apply to a real n x n matrix A by imposing that each 
row of A satisfies them. More precisely, given a matrix A, we say: 
(a’) A is strict if each row of A, a’, for i= 1,. . . , n, is strict. 
(b’) A is uuriuble if there exists a vector IA such that u’ satisfies (b) with Z = IA, for every 
i=l,...,n. 
When there exists a vector IA (resp. I,) satisfying (b’) (resp. b) we say that A (resp. a) 
is I,., (resp. I,)-variable. 
In the sequel we will work with vectors and matrices verifying properties (a) and (b). 
So, we define 
M,*(R)= {A: A is a strict variable n x n real matrix}, 
Rz = {EL!“, is a strict variable vector}. 
/ / / /I I I I / i / 
////I / / 
f 
x / a .x < 0 
i 
a ‘Ia -a *Ia 
i 
x / a-x > 0 
1 
Fig. 1. Scheme of the values of a.x where XE{ - 1, I}” and a is a strict variable vector. 
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Definition 3. The transition function F, associated to vector a~[W” is given by 
F,:{-l,l}“+(-l,l}, 
x --) F,(x)=sgn(a.x). 
Observe that FA given in Eq. (1) can be written as follows: 
F,4(X)i=F,i(X)=Sgn(Ui’X)y i=l,...,n, 
where a’ is the ith row of A. 
The following lemmas give the vector basic extensions. In these lemmas several 
technical details are given and in the sequel only its conclusions will be used. 
In Lemma 1 we build a vector aeR”, another vector b~lR”,+ l such that the 
function Fb is an extension of the function Z’, from iRn\{ZII, -I.} to 
~“+l\{(~Z,,~)I~,~~~-l,l}} d an such that Fb over {(~Z,,U)(ZA,UE{-l,l}} takes 
values depending only on the (n + 1)th coordinate. In order to get a better understand- 
ing of Lemma 1 we show the meaning of the concepts used in the following example. 
Consider the vector UER’ given by 
a’=(l, -4). (2) 
Compute the values a-x for xc{--1,l)‘. Since a.x= -a-(-x) we get 
a+, l)= 1 -t_=$, a.(-l,l)= -4, 
a.(-1,1)=-1-&-j, a(1, - 1)=3. 
Clearly a is strict. Let I:=(- 1, - 1). Then since -3~ --*<0<;<3 a is I,-uariable. 
Let 0; (a), 0: (a) be given by 
D;(a)={x~{-l,l}“(a~x<O, x#Z,}, (3) 
D,+(a)={xe{-1,1}“la~x>0, x#-I,). (4) 
In this case, n=2, Zi=(-1, -1) and a’=(l, -4). Then D;(a)={(-l,l)}, 
D: (a) = { (1, - l)}. Let h, be the maximum value in 0; (a) given by 
hq=max{a.x: x~D;(a)). (5) 
Then h,=-3. Let 6>0 be such that 2a.Z,=-l<-6< -j=a.Z. and 
(h,+a.Z,)/2= -l< -6< -+=a.Z,. Taking S=j and u=(Z&= -1 we define 
beR3 by 
b,=a,=l, b,=a,+n$=-f-is-$, b,=-4=-f. 
Then b is given by 
b’=(l, -4, -2) (6) 
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Fig. 2. Scheme of the values of (1, -1/2).x where XE{ - 1, l}*. 
andb~(x,u)for(x,u)~{-l,1}2x{-l,1}isgivenby(seeFig.2) 
b-(1,1,1)= -b.(-1, -1, -1)=-b, 
b.(- l,l, l)= -b.(l, - 1, -l)= -3, 
b*(l,-l,l)=-b*(-1,1,-l)& b.(l,1,-1)=-b.(-l,-1,1)=:. 
For a vector ZER” and an element UER we denote by (I, v)’ the extension of Z from 
R” into lR”+ ’ whose (n + 1)th coordinate is v. 
So, b is strict and taking Zb=(-I,, l)=(l, 1,l) one obtains that b.Z,,= -d and 
hb= -3 and then b is I,,-variable. Moreover, F,, and F, are related by 
Fb(-l,l,l)=F*(-l,l,-l)=F,(-1,1)=-l, 
F,(l, -l,l)=F,(l, -1, -l)=F,(l, -l)=l 
and F,(Z,,l)=-l=F,(-Z,,l), Fb(ZO,-l)=l=F*(--I,,-1). So, 
FiAx, u)=F,(x), x#Z,, x# -Z,, (7) 
and 
W4,4=--u, w+-I,l}. (8) 
Taking 
a’=( -4, l), (9) 
we deduce that I:=(- 1, -l), h,-= -3 and 5. I,-= -4. For ti we define vector 6 by 
6’=(-&1+(-l)& -$)=(-*,;, -;,. (10) 
It is easy to see that 6 is strict, Zb =( -I,, v)=(l, 1, l)-variable and that Fb satisfies 
Eqs. (7) and (8) exchanging a by a. The generalization of this result is given in 
Lemma 1. 
Lemma 1. Let aE[W:. Then, there exists beI&!:+’ satisfying 
(a) Zb=(-Z,, I), 
(W ‘d(x,~)~{--1,l}“x{-l,l}, x#-I,, x#Z,, Fb(x,u)=F,(x), 
(c) V,U,UE{-1, l} Fb(pZa,u)= -u. 
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-I 
I 
-(a .I,+ 8 ) 
I 
2 a ‘Ia ha +a .I 
a a .I 
2 a 
ha 0 
Fig. 3. Scheme of the values of different parameters defined in Lemma 1. 
Proof. Let 0, (a), 0: (a) be given as in Eqs. (3) and (4). Since a is a strict vector we 
have the following equivalence: 
XG{ -1,l)” iff x~{--l~,Z~} v x~D;(a) v x~D,+(a). (11) 
Let h, be the maximum value in 0; (a) given in Eq. (5). Since a is I,-variable we have 
that h,<a.Z,<O and then (see Fig. 3) 
2u.Z,<u.Z, and 2 
h.+a.Z.<a z 
. (IT 
so there exists 6>0 such that 
2u.Z,< -6<a.Z, and ~ h,+a.L< _6 
2 ’ 
(14 
(13) 
which is equivalent o 
-(u.Z,+&<O, h,+d< -(usZ,+6) and a.Z,< -(a.Z,+6). (14) 
Observe that in Fig. 3 we suppose that (h, + a. Z,)/2 > 2a.Z, > h,, which is not the 
general case. From definition of h, and Eq. (14) we have for XED; (a) that 
a.x+66h,+6< -(u.Z,+S)<O, (15) 
hence 6~ --a.~. Since x~D,(u) iff -x~Di(u) we obtain 
Vx~D,(a)uD,+(u), lu.x[>& (16) 
Define b~lP’+’ by 
bi=Ui, i=l,...,n-l, bn=Un+V$, b,+l=-$, 
where (la)“= v. It is clear that for (x, U)E{ - 1, l}” x ( - 1,l) we have 
and 
~.(x,u)=a.x+(vx.-u)~ 
then 
Ib~(x,u)-u.xI<6. 
(17) 
(18) 
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We shall prove that b is variable. For that we want to find (x,u) satisfying 
b.(x,u)<O. Let x~D;(a)uD,+(a), then from Eqs. (16) and (18) we have 
a.x>O=>b.(x,u)>a.x-6>0 (19) 
and 
a.x<O=>b.(x,u)<a.x+6<0. (20) 
Let x=pZ, with p= - 1,l. Since (I,), = v, from Eq. (17) we have 
b+Z,, l)=a+Z,+(vvp-l);=a.pZ,+(p-l);, (21) 
so from Eqs. (14) and (21) we obtain 
p=l =sb.(Z,, l)=a.Z,< -(a.Z,+&)<O, (22) 
~=-1~b~(-Z,,1)=-a.Z,+(-1-1)~=-(a.Z,+~.5)<0, (23) 
i.e., b .@I,, 1) < 0 for p = - 1,l. Let Zb =(-I,, 1). Then from Eq. (23) we get b. I,, < 0 and 
applying Eqs. (19), (20), (22) and (23) we obtain the following equivalence: 
b.(x,u)<:O and (x,u)#Z, iff a.x<O A x#Z, v (x,u)=(Z,, 1). (24) 
Let (x, U)E{ - 1, l}“+’ such that b.(x, u)<O A (x, u) #Zb. From Eq. (24) there are only 
two possibilities for (x, u). For the first one, i.e., a. x < 0 and x #I,, we know from Eqs. 
(15), (20) and (23) that 
b.(x,u)<a.x+h< -(a.Z,+S)=b.Zb. 
For the second one, from Eq (22) we get that 
b.(Z,, l)=a.Z,<b.Z,, 
which proves that b is I,-variable. Observe that the inequalities in Eqs. (19), (20), (22) 
and (23) are strict, so 
V(x, U)E( - l,l}“+r, b-(x, u)<O v b.(x, u)>O, 
which says that b is strict. 
Finally, from Eqs. (19), (20), (22) and (23) we get 
V(x,u)E{-l,l}“+l, XED;(a)uD;(a), 
Fb(x,u)=sgn(b.(x,u))=sgn(a.x)=F,(x) 
and 
t’u,pe{-l,l}, F&z,,u)=sgn(b.(pZ,,u))=sgn(-u)=-u. 0 
In the next lemma we build two vectors c and d in R”,+‘. Vector d is such that 
the function Fd is the projection over the (n+ 1)th coordinate. Vector c defines 
the function F, being the projection of the (n+ 1)th coordinate from 
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IW”+‘(((~Z,,U)(~,UE{-l,l}} into (-l,l} and it considers only the sign of the nth 
coordinate of (pZ,,u) for p,ue{-l,l>. 
In order to show how the proof of Lemma 2 proceeds, we give an example: Let 
I,=( - 1, - 1). We define 
c=(-1, -1,2-&=(-l, -1,s) (25) 
and 
d=(-1, -1,24)=(-l, -1,s). (26) 
Then c.(x, u) for (x, U)E{ - 1, l}’ x { - 1,l) is given by 
c~(-l,-1,-1)=-c.(l,1,1)=:, c.(-l,-l,l)=-c.(l,l,-l)=& 
c~(-1,1,1)=-c*(1,-1-1)=~, c.(-l,l, -l)= -c.(l, - l,l)= -;, 
so c is strict, I,=( - I,, 1) =(l, 1, l)-variable and satisfies F,(x, u)=u, x #I,, x # -I,, 
F,(-I,,-1)=-l and F,(-Z,,l)=-1, i.e., F&Z,,u)=y. 
On the other hand, d. (x, u) is given by 
d.(-1, -1, -l)= -d.(l,l,l)= -4, d.(-1, -1, l)= -d.(l,l, -l)+, 
d.(- l,l, l)= -d.(l, - 1- l)=$, d.(-l,l, -l)=-d.(l, -1,1)=-g, 
so d is strict, (I,, - l)-uariable and F,(x, u) = u. 
Lemma 2. For Z,ER” there exist c and dE[W”,+ 1 such that 
(4 &=(--I,, I), Id=&, -I), 
(bl) V(X,U)E{-l,l}“x{-l,l}, xzz,, x+--z,, FJx,u)=u, 
(b2) VPL,UE{ - l, l}, F&Zn,u)=p, 
(c) tl(x,u)~{-l,l}“x{-l,l}, Fd(x,u)=u. 
Proof. The construction of c and d is very similar. So, we give this construction in only 
a vector e(r) which will be appropriately evaluated in order to obtain c and d. Let 
e(r)‘=(Z,,(n-r/2)), jr(=l belongs to R”+‘. For (x,u)E{-l,l}“x{-l,l} we have 
e(r).(x,u)=x.Z,+u H-; . 
( > 
(27) 
It is easy to see that x #,uZ,, p= - 1, 1 is equivalent to -n+2<x.Z,<n-2, which 
applied to Eq. (27) implies 
u= 1, 44.(x, l)> --n+2+n--~=2--~> 1, (28) 
U= -1, e(r).(x, -l)< --n+i+n-2= --2+;< -1, (29) 
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i.e., 
sgn(e(r).(x,u))=u when x#pZ,, ,u= -l,l. 
Let x=pZ,,p=l, -1. Then 
So, le(r).(~Z,,u)l=I(~++)n--r/2I~I I~+uIn-Iur/2II=II~+uIn-~~>O. Hence from 
Eqs. (28) and (29) e(r) is strict. 
We prove that e(r) is Z,C,,-uariable 
e(r).Z,(,j: 
with I&, =r( -ZI,, 1). Compute the value 
e(r)eZ,(,,= 
( 
(-r+r)n+ -T 
> 
= -3; 
moreover, 
Since r(-Z,,l)#(-I,, -1) we obtain 
(x3 4 z Z,(r) and e(r).(x,u)<Oiff x#Z.,x#-Z,and u=-1 
or (x,u)=(-ZII, -1) 
and then for e(r).(x, U) ~0 we get 
(x,u)#Z,(,)=>e(r).(x,u)< -l<e(r).Z,(,)= -f. 
So, e(r) is Z,C,,-uuriable. 
Taking c=e(l) and d=e( - 1) it is easy to see that (a), (b) and (c) are satisfied. 0 
The extension for a matrix A is given in the following theorem. As an example of the 
construction consider the real matrix A given by 
A=( _; -;)=(I), 
where a and a are given in Eqs. (2) and (9). Then from the analysis for a and a, A is 
strict and IA =( - 1, l)-variable. Consider B given by 
++[j 1 I!), 
where B,6 and c were constructed in Eqs. (6), (10) and (25). Then B is strict and 
(1, 1, l)-variable. Moreover, for x #IA, x # -I,_, 
FB(X, 4 =(&4x, 4, &(x3 4, F,(x, n)Y = (F&4 Z%x), 4’ = (FA(X), 4* 
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and 
where d is given by Eq. (26). Then C is strict and (I,, - l)-variable. Moreover, 
~&,u)=(~,(x), F,(x), Fd(x,u))‘=(FA(x),u)*. 
The last construction is generalized for any matrix in MX(R) in the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. For AEM,*( there exist B and C in M,*+,(R) such that 
(4 I,=(-IA, 1), Ic=UA, -l), 
04 v(x,u)~{-l,l)“x{-l,l}, Fc(x,u)=(F,(x),u)‘, 
(4 ~(x,u)E{-1,1}“~(-1,1},X#-z*,x#z~,F~(X,u)=(F~(X),u)‘, 
v~,uE{- 1, lj, F&IA,u)=(-ue,,p)‘, 
where eb=(l, . . . , l)eR”. 
(30) 
Proof. Construction of matrix B: Since AEM,* we know that each row ai, 
i= 1,. . . , n, belongs to Ri. Applying Lemma 1 to each row we find vectors PER”,+’ 
which are (-I,, l)-variables, satisfying 
V(X,U)E{-l,l}“x{-l,l}, x#-IA, x#ZA, Fb,(x,u)=F,i(x) and 
F&Z,& u) = -u. 
By applying Lemma 2, for Z=Z*, we obtain c~[W”+r (-I,, l)-variable, such that 
V(X,U)E(-l,l}“x{-l,l} xf-I,, x#ZA, F,(x,u)=u and 
F&Z,, 4 = P. 
Define B’=(b’,b’,... , b”, c). Since each b’, for i= 1, . . . , n, belongs to Rt’ ’ with 
Zb<=(-IA, 1) we know that BEM,*+,(IR), and f rom Lemma 1 and conclusion (b) of 
Lemma 2, B verifies properties (a) and (c) of the theorem. 
Construction ofmatrix C: Let d be the vector given by Lemma 2 which is (I,, - l)- 
variable. Let C be defined by 
Cij=aij, l<i,jdn, Cj,n+r=O, l<jbn, Cn+l,j=dj, l<j<n+l. 
Since dE R;’ l with Zd=(ZA, -l), CEM:+~. Moreover, 
c(:)=(::) 
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and then Fc is given by F&x, u) =(FA(x), F,(u))‘=(F,(x), u). So, C satisfies (a) and (b) in 
the theorem. 0 
3. Nonequivalent neural networks 
Consider the set P, of the bijective functions on { - 1, l}“. The following property is 
shown in [9] for FEP,: 
VXE{ - 1, l}” &EN, F+)=x. (31) 
We define the cycle of x by F, OF(x), for FEP, by 
OF(x)=(x, F(x), . . . , FTC-l(x)), 
where Tc is the first integer such that F”(x)= x. TE is called the period of the cycle 
O,(x). We say that y~O~(x) iff there exists seF+J such that FS(x)= y. Taking 
we have 
O,(l, l)=((l,l)), O&(--l, -l)=<(- 1, -1)) 
and 
O,(l, - I)=((l, - l),(- 1, -I)). 
Then 
T,Fi’,I1)=l=Tf?I,_lj, T,F1,,,,=T,Fi’,-I,=2. 
In order to show the power of the construction given in Section 2 it is necessary to 
specify when two neural networks have different dynamics. For that we define the 
following equivalence relation: Given F and G in P, we say that F is equivalent o G iff 
there exists a function @ on P, such that 
VXE( - l,l>“, F(@(x))=@(G(x)). (32) 
This definition does not permit easily to prove that our construction builds 
nonequivalent neural networks. For that, given a function FEP,, we define the 
characteristic of F by a vector q(F) in N”, such that its ith component gives the cycle 
numbers of period i of F and we prove the following lemma. 
Lemma 3. Two functions F and G in P, are equivalent @q(F)= q(G). 
Proof. (-) We prove the following equivalence for @ satisfying Eq. (32): 
CF=(x, F(x),...,FL-l(x)) is a cycle for F iff CG 
= (@(x), @(F(x)), . . . > @(FL-l(x))) is a cycle for G. 
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Indeed, since F and G are equivalent we have that 
@(F’(x))=G’(@(x)) for i=O, . . . , L- 1 
and then Eq. (33) is true. Hence for each cycle of size L of F we have a cycle of size L for 
G and conversely for each cycle of size L of G we have a cycle of size L for G with 
which n(F) = v](G). 
(t) since F and G belongs to P,, a vector XE{ - 1,l)” can belong to only one cycle. 
Let Cj fli,j= 1, . . . , ni, be the different cycles of size i for F and G, respectively. We 
define the function @ associating C: to /I$ as follows: Let Ci= (x, F(x), . . . , F’-‘(x)) 
and /Ij=(y,G(y),...,G’-l(y)), then we define @by 
@(Gk(y))=Fk(x), 1 dk<i- 1, @(y)=x. 
Making this process for any j and any i we define completely @ satisfying 
@F=G@. 0 
Definition 4. We say that a real matrix A is a reverberation neural network if F,., 
belongs to P,. 
Proposition 1. Let AeM,* be a reverberation neural network. Then B and C given in 
Theorem 1 are reverberation neural networks and the periods of their cycles are 
determined in terms of the periods of the cycles of F.., as follows: 
V(X,U)E{-l,l}“x{-l,l), T&,=T:, (34) 
V(x,u)~{--l,1}“~{--l,1}, I,,-L,#Or,(x), T&=T?, (35) 
if pZAEOrA(x) for some p= - 1,l then Tz,,,= T$,,,,, (36) 
where 
T$,,,,,= 
: 
2T;; $ enEOrA(L.4), 
2T;; if u= -p and e,$Or,(Z,), 
T ;i if u=p and e,$O,,(I,). 
(37) 
Proof. Before giving the proof we analyze our example. From the definition of B and 
C it is easy to see that 
O&(1, -1, -l)=O,(-l,l, -l)=((l, -1, -l),(-l,l, -l)), 
%.A-1,1,1)=0,(1, -l,l)=((-l,l,l),(l, -l,l)), 
0,(-l, -l,l)=-O&(1,1, -l)=((-1, -l,l)), 
G,(l,l,l)=O,(-1,-l,-l)=((l,l,l),(-1,-1,-l)) 
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O,(l,-1,-l)=O,(-l,l,-l)=((l,-1,-1),(-1,1,-l)), 
O,(-l,l,l)=O,(l,-l,l)=((-l,l,l),(l,-Ll)), 
0,(-l, -l,l)= -O&l, -l)=((-1, -l,l)), 
O&11)=-O,(-l,-l,-l)=((l,l,l)) 
then 
V(x,U)E(-l,l}ZX(-l,l), T&,=T?, 
VXE{-l,l)‘, x#ZA, x#-I,, T&=T:, 
T (k;Bll)=TpL,i, _Ij=l=T;; 
Note that we are in the case e$O,,(Z,), (IA, 1) and (--I,, - 1) satisfy the condition 
u = p and (-Z,, 1) and (I,, - 1) satisfy the condition u = -,u. This proves the proposi- 
tion in our example. 
Now we give the general proof. First, we prove that B and C are reverberation 
neural networks. Suppose that Fc(x, u) = F&x’, u’). Since Fc(x, u) = (FA(x), u) we have 
that u =u’ and FA(x) =FA(x’). But A is a reverberation neural network, so 
(x, u)=(x’, u’) and C is a reverberation neural network. Now, suppose that 
FB(x, u) =F’(x’, u’). Then if x #pZA we proceed as above. When x =pZA we have 
F&x, U) = (- ue,, ,u). Since A is a reverberation eural network, F,(y) = - ue, only for 
y=pZA. Then x’=,u’Z.., and from (-ue,, $)=( -p/e,,, CL’) we conclude that 
(x, U) = (x’, u’) and B is a reverberation neural network. 
Properties (34) and (35) follow from the fact that 
V/E/Y, F~(x,u)=(F:(x), U) and F~(x,u)=(F~(x),u) when Fi(x)# -ZA,Z,. 
When pZA~OFA(x) we have that 
0,(x, n) = ((x9 u), . . . , (z, t), WA, ~1, (- ue, ~1, . . . , (Y, WI>, 
and since Fe~P,+l, O&Z,, u) is given by 
O&Z.4,u)= ((~ZA,U), (-ue, A, . . . ,(Y,w)(x,u), . . . ,k t)>. 
Observe the structure of O,,(pZA,u). Suppose that eEO,,(Z,), then since FAeP, the 
following sequence of transition is true: 
ZA +-_e-+...+-ZI,+e+..--+ZA 
7 A 
” I 
and 
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then from Theorem 1 
(c1ZAP) -(-Z&CL) -+ ..* -+(-~Z,,C1)+(--K -A+..*+(--Z,47 -Z& 
~-~Z~~-~)--*~~~,-~)--,~~~--*~~Z~,-CL)~(~~,CL)~~~~~(~ZA,~), 
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I.e., T$A,pj= T&, -#)= TfFp~,,p)= TfflpIA, -,,)= 2T;;. 
If e$OFA(ZA) then 
i.e., 
i.e., 
(~z.4,~) + (-w,pL) + ... + W,,cr), 
T&A= T:I,,; moreover, 
(c~ZA,-~)~(~~,~L)--,...--,(--ZA~CL), 
(--ZA,~)‘(--e,--)~...--*(lLZA,-~), 
T$ II _rJ = 2TzIA, and we have the conclusions. 0 
Observe that in our example we have q(FA) =(2,2,0,0), q(FB) = (2,3,0,0,0,0,0,0) 
and q(Fc) = (4,2,0,0,0,0,0,0), which motivates the following corollary which is a con- 
clusion of Lemma 3 and Proposition 1. 
Corollary 1. For matrices A, B and C in Proposition 1 we have 
(4 ~(F~)i=2~(F~), 1 did2”, q(Fc)i=Oy 2”<id2”+1, 
(‘4 ?(FB)i=2rl(Fa)i, l<i<2”, rl(F,)i=O, 2”<i62”+‘, i#Tf,, i#2Tfl,. 
ZfeeO,(Z,) then 
Since q(FB)Tf; is odd, the neural networks B and C are not equivalent. 
Proof. Observe that since ~(YZ(F~)~;;- 1)=2(q(F,),;: -2)+2 we could join (c) and 
(d). For the sake of clarity, we prefer this form. 
From Proposition 1 we know that from each cycle O,(x) we can obtain two cycles 
O,,(x, - 1) and OFC(x, 1) with the same period and thus the cycle number of a given 
size of FA is doubled in Fc. This same argument is also true for F, when the cycle 
0, contains neither IA nor -IA. When IA or --IA belongs to O,(x) we know that if 
e6O,,(Z,) then O,(Z,)= O,( -I,) and the cycle OrA( which is of size TTY, is 
transformed in the cycle OFa(pZA, Z.A) of size 2T:;. This is described by (c). If e$OFA(ZA) 
then O,(Z,)#O,( -I,) and both are transformed in the cycle O,(Z,, - 1) of size 
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2T2, the cycle O,(I,, 1) of size Tr; and the cycle 0,. -IA, - 1) of size T2. The last 
observation is trivial from the definition of q. q 
Proposition 2. Let {A’) f= 1 be a family of nonequivalent reverberation neural networks 
in M,*(R). Then {B’, Ci}t= I is a family of nonequivalent reverberation neural networks in 
M:+,(R), where B’ and C’ are built from A’ in Theorem 1. 
Proof. Suppose that there exist two equivalent neural networks in {B’, Ci} f= 1. Then, 
it is sufficient to analyze the following cases: 
(a) q(FB<)=v(FBj). Then we have that VI dk,<2”, kfT2 and k#2Te 
dFE’)k=dFBj)k * dFAi)k=tl(FAj)k 
and from (c) and (d) in Corollary 1 one obtains q(FA;)=q(FAj). 
(b) r](Fc,)=~(F~j). Applying the same arguments as in (a) we conclude that 
r@~)=r#~), so (a) and (b) are in contradiction with the nonequivalence of Ai and 
Aj. 
(c) q(FBt) = q(Fcj). Then 
2 T$ < 2” 2Tj: < 2”, 
2T5i > 2” and n(Fcj)zr<:= 2T$>2”, 
but this is a contradiction too. 0 
Theorem 2. For any neN there exist 2” nonequivalent reverberation neural networks in 
M:(W. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on n. For n = 2 the matrices A’: i = 1,2,3,4 given by 
Al=(_; -;), A2=(-; _;), A3=(-; _;) A4=(: -;)
are in MT, and have the following characteristics: 
tl(A’)=(4JW,Q 1(-4’)=(2, LO,O), rl(A3)=(0,2,0,0), ~(A~)=(0,0,0,1) 
and then they are not equivalent. Since there exist 2” nonequivalent neural networks 
for matrices belonging to M:(R) we can apply Proposition 2 in order to obtain 2”+l 
nonequivalent neural networks belonging to M:, 1. 0 
By using Corollary 1 we get the following result which is given in [S]. 
Corollary 2. VnEN there exists AEM: whose characteristic is given by 
?(FA,)i=O for i#2” and n(FA&=l. 
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Proof. Taking n=2 we have that A4 given by Theorem 2 belongs to A4: and its 
characteristic is (O,O, 0,l). Accepting that there exists AEM,* (R) with q(A) = (0, . . . , l), 
then by Corollary 1 we obtain BEM,*+,(R) with q(B)=(O,..., 1) because 
e”EO,“(I,). 0 
4. Conclusion 
The results shown in this work allow us to obtain a wide variety of nonequivalent 
dynamics when we consider the family of reverberation neural networks in M,*(R). 
This kind of constructions can be applied for information storage where the informa- 
tion is codified in the cycles of the neural networks. 
We desire to extend our construction to any function in M:(R). In this case 
Theorem 1 is true and we can build recursively neural networks in M,*(R). Moreover, 
we can obtain an analogous result to Proposition 1 which allows us to know the 
behavior of neural networks of size n+ 1 in terms of those of size n. But, the 
characterization given in Lemma 3 for the equivalence of two functions in MX(R) is no 
longer true. For that, it is interesting to find an invariant in the general case. 
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